COMPATIBILITY
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Nikky
May 24, 1960
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Bob
January 28, 1964
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Full Compatibility Report

Introductory Astrological Principles (theory in general)
A horoscope is a snapshot taken on the exact date and time of birth in which all
planetary positions are projected on a circle (360°, as a 2-dimensional copy of a
sphere). This circle is divided into 12 parts. Each part is called a house. Every house
concurs, harmonizes with a certain sign of the zodiac and every sign has a ruler (=
the planet which dominates, reigns or rules that sign, the planet that always belongs
to this sign). Very generally speaking the significations of the houses, signs and
rulers are more or less interchangeable. The following delineations are not limitative.
House I
Aries (Á)
Ruler I
Mars (MA, ®)
House II
Taurus (Â)
Ruler II
Venus (VE, -)
House III
Gemini (Ã)
Ruler III
Mercury (ME, ¬)
House IV
Cancer (Ä)
Ruler IV
Moon (MO, «)
House V
Leo (Å)
Ruler V
Sun (SU, ª)
House VI
Virgo (Æ)
Ruler VI
Mercury (ME, ¬)
House VII
Libra (Ç)
Ruler VII
Venus (VE, -)
House VIII
Scorpio (È)
Ruler VIII
Pluto (PL, ³)
House IX
Sagittarius (É)
Ruler IX
Jupiter (JU, ¯)
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The self-asserting ME, the instinctive character, the
deed/action, aggression, the sparkle, the impulse, (asserting)
primary needs, the disposition of the body, the personal
disposition and abilities.
The concrete (tangible) ME, the own (physical) body,
substance, material goods (money, small material objects,…),
raw materials, all that is consolidated, all that is tangible, the
self-worth.
The visible ME, rational thinking, mobility, small trips,
assimilation of information, communication and documents, the
neighbours, brothers and sisters (siblings), the nerves.
Emotional impulses, all that can touch, move and affect us, the
source, the radix, our origin, the parent of the same sex, the
family, the home, immaterial goods, the end of things, the
potential of creativity.
All fixed emotions, emotions that are consolidated, creativity
(hobbies), the willpower, your behaviour, play and sports,
pleasure, children, love, the centre, pride, the heart, vitality &
energy.
Creative experiences with others, work and colleagues, the
working environment and working circumstances, subordinates,
servitude, adaptability towards the environment, illness, small
(domestic) animals, selection and discrimination, criticism and
analysis.
All that one can encounter and meet, the ‘other(s)’, meetings,
relations, social gatherings and the social life, the partner on
him/herself, cooperation, contracts, (open or public) enemies,
the mental equilibrium.
All that one has encountered or met in “the past” and that one
has consolidated, the marriage, mutations and transformations,
death, the other’s money or goods, principles and ideology,
sex, power and compulsions, destruction.
All that one has consolidated and that gets visible and noticed,
publicity, the social environment, beliefs, religion, expansions,
all that is (far) away from the own environment/domicile, travel.
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House X
Capricorn (Ê)
Ruler X
Saturn (SA, °)
House XI
Aquarius (Ë)
Ruler XI
Uranus (UR, ±)
House XII
Pisces (Ì)
Ruler XII
Neptune (NE, ²)

The norm in society, the border, the limit, boundaries,
obstructions, hindrance and delays, plumb, life’s purpose, the
parent of the opposite gender, forms and all that is formal,
respect, honour and esteem.
All that gets concrete in society, standing out, striking, the
opposition, electricity, disruption, the shock, being fickle, nonemotional and humanitarian friendships, future prospects and
goals.
All that becomes (in)visible in society, freedom, the immaterial,
the not, nothing, the sea, sorrows, tears, isolation, abstinence,
places of confinement, most words starting with ‘dis-…or de-’
(disappearance, discharge,…), secret enemies, dreams.

The notion aspect (or ‘aspects’) signifies the distance (in degrees) between 2 points
or planets in a horoscope. Not all degrees are equally important. The most used
aspects are:
0°
30°
45°
60°
90°
120°
135°
150°
180°

¡
§
¨
¢
£
¤
©
ª
¥

conjunction (= union of points/planets)
semisextile
Semisquare
Sextile
Square
Trine
Sesquiquadrate
Quincunx
Opposition (2 points or planets just opposite one another)

The aspects have not to be exact to the minute. A certain difference or deviation
from the exact angle (that we call an orb) is allowed, according to the power of the
aspect and the planets involved. We use a maximum orb of 6° for the major aspects.
A midpoint is an imaginary point that stands in the middle of two planets. Whenever
this (imaginary) midpoint forms an aspect (see above), we get a planetary
combination in which the significance of all involved planets can be mixed together.
Different planetary combinations make a planetary picture. If, for instance, we write
ME = NE/AS, we read this as follows: Mercury (ME) stands in the middle of Neptune
(NE) and the Ascendant (AS); In other words, Mercury forms an aspect (of 45°,
0°,…) on this midpoint. The significance of these planetary combinations or pictures
are written down in different books, like Ebertin ‘s “Combination of Stellar Influences”
(in short COSI) and Witte ‘s “Rules for planetary pictures.”
Please mind : the following report is based on the dates of birth as given by you. Inaccurate
or incorrect birth-times can result in errors in the report. The report can only be correct in so
far as the birth-time is correct. Small inaccuracies of the birth-time may result in minor
deviations in interpretation or delineation, giving a change of weight in the delineations.
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I. Basic Chart Comparison (synastry) between Nikky and Bob
The relationship between someone born on May 24 and someone born on January
28 is quite a romantic affair. You both share excitement and get well on on the
mental plane. Also, this relationship is not that stable and may be unsettled as you
both need lots of freedom. It’s not really suited for a marriage but may be very
promising in a lasting friendship.
You both are born on Tuesday (the day belonging to the planet Mars). It’s always a
favorable indication when both partners are born on a “compatible” or even on the
same day. A day associated with Mars denotes that you both are quite impulsive (in
a restless way that is) and that the relationship is a sensitive one. You need action
and doing things. The downside of being born on a “Mars-day” is too much selfcenteredness. Mars is not about endurability but about short lived and passionate
events.
Regarding overall compatibility between two people, the elemental division in the
horoscopes is most important:

Fire
Water
Earth
Air

Nikky

Bob

2
5
6
2

4
4
3
4

The table above shows that you both are well balanced. You have a predominant
earth element, while in Bob’s natal chart, earth is less dominant. Overall, there is
nothing that really stands out (no lacks and no predominant factors) so that this
neutral score is quite favorable.
When taking a look at the 30° comparison table and dial, I notice the following
planetary configurations. Let’s take a look:
1. your Moon is on Bob’s Saturn: there is realism but any combination with
Saturn is a burden in the long run
2. your Mercury is on Bob’s Mars: disputes, much talking and communicating
and playing games with each other but also differences
3. your Saturn and Uranus are on his Neptune: this configuration may point to
illness or quite some sorrow. In the worst condition there is hate, in the best
case there is a painful separation
4. your Neptune is on his Sun: this combo too may point to illness but also
denotes deceptions and some chaotic situations.
th

Your Sun is in Bob’s 6th house while his Sun is in your 7th house conjunct your 8
house. According to some statistical research done in the Netherlands on married
th
couples, it’s not favourable to have the Sun of the partner in the 6 house of
servitude. This overlay denotes that both partners are very work-oriented. This
overlay carries the potential of the eroding of self-esteem.
th

Your Moon in Bob’s 5th house, conjunct the 6 is in a rather neutral position. His
Moon in your first house is rather unfortunate. Statistical research has shown that the
st
Moon in the 1 house of the partner may point to divorce.
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th

Both your Mercury, planet of communication, is in each other’s 6 house denoting
that you can be critical towards each other. As such this position is neutral.
Your planet of love, Venus, falls in his 5th house of love, children and creative selfth
expression but is conjunct his 6 house. His Venus is in your 9th house which is less
th
fortunate. Venus in the mutable 9 house of the partner seems to bring separation
th
within 7 years. Venus conjunct the 6 house may upset the balance in the
relationship because this is not a relationship of equals. One partner has to do more
than the other. However, this can be a very helpful position too, especially when one
of the partners is ill because the other partner will sacrifice him/her for the other.
Your instinctive and impulsive Mars is in Bob’s 4th house while Bob’s Mars is in
your 8th. This combo is a neutral one, increasing the (sexual and physical) attraction.
Your Jupiter in Bob’s 1st house is not a good omen (contrary to what you may find
in many and many astrological text books). From statistical research, Jupiter in the
st
1 house of the partner brings divorce in the long run... Indeed, it seems to be one of
the surest indications of divorce after marriage! His Jupiter in your 10th house is just
a neutral position, promoting your career and your esteem.
nd

Your Saturn in Bob’s 1th house, conjunct his 2 house of income and possessions
is pointing to some restrictions on the material plane. Bob’s restrictive and cold
th
th
Saturn is in your 8 house. Saturn in the 8 house of shared resources is one of the
worst positions and often indicates divorce with much trouble, related to shared
resources. This overlay may bring some disturbing discomfort. Also, there may be
self-punishment noticeable (and on a sexual level SM). This overlay can trigger selfdestructive behaviour!
Your Uranus is in Bob’s 8th house of shared ressources and sex. It is another very
rd
strong indication of a possible divorce after marriage. His Uranus in your 3 house is
in a neutral position.
Your Neptune in Bob’s 11th house of friends and social organizations is just another
no-no. Neptune seems to bring more despair instead of hope and aspirations. Bob’s
th
Neptune in your 5 house is in a neutral position.
th

Your Pluto in his 9 house denotes that your world views tend to differ. His Pluto in
rd
your 3 house denotes that he can be rather forceful at times.
th

Also notice that Bob’s Ascendant conjuncts your 6 house cusp which might be an
indication of a work-related relationship (working for a common goal). As such this is
not an indication of a real love relationship.
The basic chart comparison brings the following planetary aspects to the foreground
(bold text and planets point to dominant aspects; bold aspects point to close aspects
while normal text lists aspects with wider orbs, aspects in italics point to important
double whammies):
Nikky
Neptune

Square

Bob
Sun

Mercury
Mars

Trine
Square

Mars
Mercury
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This is a romantic combination that can be
quite misleading though. Both partners do not
resonate at the same level.
There is quite some communication going on
between each other. It can be fun communicating
but it may happen that there is some irritation too
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Moon

Square

Saturn

Mercury

Inconjunct

Mercury

because both partners do not always
communicate in the same way
Unconsciously, Bob tries to dominate and restrict
you. You may feel fenced in or feel emotionally
blocked by Bob.
This combination denotes that you both do not
communicate at the same level. Misconceptions
will occur. It might be very difficult to really
understand each other. You both are not
communicating at the same frequency.

The midpoint chart comparison brings the following to the foreground:
Nikky

Bob

ME =
VE =
NE =

MC/SA
MA/UR
MC/VE = MC/PL

PL =
KN =
MO/NE =

VE/SA = SA/PL
MO/MA
MC

To study, to separate, to feel sad
Sudden love, love at first sight
Jealousy, love’s sorrow, unrequited love, impossible
love, deceptions in love
Separation, not developing love relationship
To cooperate or work together
Sensitive feelings

I also analyzed your charts using some Chinese astrological principles.
You are a metal rat, while Bob is a water rabbit. These signs blend fairly well but are
not all too fascinated by each other. This combination may work as you both tend to
love home life and are realistic.
I also analyzed your charts with the help of some Character Matching methods.
Commitment is an important factor in relationships and is an indication of the
longevity of it. Endurability is represented by the harmonious Saturn interaspects.
Unfortunately you do not share any harmonious aspect with each other, there are
only two frustrating squares coming from Bob’s natal chart to your Moon and Venus.
According to statistical research, long-lasting love relationships need at least 4
harmonious Saturn contacts which is not the case here. This is a real red flag and
does not point to a long lasting love relationship but rather to a bond of friendship.
The polarization between both of you is indicated by the opposite aspects. Too much
polarization splits the relationship, especially when the opposites happen between
cardinal or fixed signs. There is NO degree of polarization noticeable in your chart
comparison though which is a good sign. You both tolerate each other fairly well. It’s
an indication of friendship.
The amount of frustration in the relationship can be deduced from the semi-squares
and sesquiquadrates you both share. According to statistical research 8 of these
interaspects is, on average, the maximum that people can tolerate before they break
up. In your chart comparison you don’t reach this level denoting that you get well on
together and tolerate each other.
The basic being of the relationship is indicated by the Sun-Moon aspects.
Unfortunately, you share no Sun-Moon combos so that the there is NO primary and
basic structure to keep this relationship going as a love relationship.
Now, let’s take a look at the configurations that both horoscopes make:


there is a YOD between Bob’s Uranus (the apex planet) and his Sun and
your Mars: This configuration points to impulses and rash behavior. There
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may be tension and stress. Perhaps one of you has a technical job or works
in a stressful environment. Anyway, in a relationship analysis, this combo
should be avoided as it may bring accidents, divorce and disputes.
There is another YOD between your Jupiter (the apex planet) and Bob’s
Moon and your Sun: this configuration points to fortunate moments with each
other. You both get on well with each other.

The Aspect Resonance Comparison method shows that you share only some
reciprocal aspect combinations: Moon-Venus, Mercury-Mars and Jupiter-Pluto.
Statistical research has learned that long-lasting love relationships need at least 8
reciprocal aspects. The more two partners share the same planetary combinations
and inter-planetary connections the more they resonate on the same level and the
better they will go along. You can compare it with two tuning forks that vibrate on the
same frequency. If you bring on another tuning fork it will only resonate and start to
vibrate too if it’s built to capture the same frequency.
According to some Vedic principles, your Moons are in incompatible nakshatras
(Moon mansions). Nikky’s Moon is in the Krittika nakshatra, while Bob’s Moon is in
the Pushya nakshatra. Both nakshatras don’t get on well. This means that a long
lasting relationship is questionable.
When doing a chart comparison, it’s always important to look at the individual natal
charts too because there may some configurations that may point to relationship
issues.
In Bob’s natal chart we can find a Sagittarius Ascendant (Gemini Descendant) which
almost always raises a red flag because in most cases Gemini an Sagittarius
Ascendants often have more than one marriage/relationship. From all the signs on
the Ascendant-Descendant axis, there is some statistical agreement that the mutable
and double signs Gemini and Sagittarius are most often divorced.
st

In Bob’s natal chart, the ruler of the 1 house (Jupiter), representing himself, also
squares the ruler of the Descendant (Mercury), representing the other(s) and the
partner in specific. This indicates that Bob will have it difficult to maintain lasting
relationships. He will have to fight for it!

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
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II. Davison chart between Nikky and Bob
A Davison chart is a horoscope derived from both your horoscopes together showing
the relationship as such, as a unity, and showing the Life Force of the relationship.
This chart actually consists of the near midpoints of the same planets and points in
both natal charts and represents the couple as a (new) whole. The aspects to the
Sun are most important because the Sun is the life force of the relationship.
st

The Sun is posited in the 1 house, intercepted in Aries. The Sun sextiles Saturn,
bringing stability to the relationship. However, the Sun is intercepted and my denote
quite some “frustration” denoting that this relationship may feel fenced in sooner or
later (Saturn can become restricting). Also, Venus is intercepted in Aries as well.
This may be a secret relationship, the more so because the sign Pisces is on the
th
Ascendant and its ruler (Neptune) retrograde in the secret 8 house in secret
th
Scorpio. Add to this the stellium in the 12 house of secrets and this relationship
shares quite some secrets.
The most important configuration in this chart is a YOD in which retrogarde Pluto is
the apex planet. Pluto is inconjunct the Sun and Saturn. This configuration denotes
hardship and quite some restricting influences. Actually, this configuration confirms
and re-enforces the intercepted and fenced-in position of the Sun. Also, there may
be illness too. One or both partners is/are not (feeling) free.
Take care and all the best in love!

Luc De Jaeger
Astrological compatibility advice for all relationships by Cosmic Technologies
Your charts are on the next page
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Chart comparison (synastry)
(charts withheld for privacy reasons)
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